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PRESENTATIONS AT THE 2007 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Don Sands

It has been a privilege for me as President of the Richmond Birding
Recovery Network, to see efforts made by our members towards the
common goal of recovering the Richmond birdwing butterfly. Responses
by members to combat the threats to the butterfly and declines in the
lowland food plant, have exceeded expectations. With awareness and
actions there is now a better chance for recovery despite the most recent
serious threat, climate change.
Our Membership stood at 132 in July 2006 and increased steadily to 235
by July 2007. We have developed links to more than 10 Catchment and
other Community Groups, enabling the information to be well publicised
and implemented. The Richmond birdwing has become a flagship species
to carry the message of protecting endangered riparian vegetation in
south-eastern Queensland and the importance of insects in all
ecosystems. The Project has highlighted the importance of fragments of
lowland rainforest which may not otherwise be targeted for conservation or
considered large enough to be worth conserving.
Invited Speakers. Our Invited Speakers at formal meetings have given
valuable presentations on protecting our fragile ecosystems. At the Annual
General Meeting in October 2006 we enjoyed a presentation by Professor
Roger Kitching titled, Insects in the Treetops: Out of Sight – Out of Mind,
and at the General Meeting in February 2007 we were delighted to learn
intricacies of insect/plant pollination, in The Birds and the Bees: Pollination
Ecology Essentials, by Dr Sam Lloyd. In the last financial year we
published 3 Newsletters, in August and December 2006, and in April
2007. All were well received and the copies have all been distributed or
sold out. Articles have mostly depended on members’ contributions with
some excellent illustrations for the series. At the last AGM in July 2007,
Professor Tim New (La Trobe University Melbourne) highlighted the
importance of how to develop recovery plans for threatened species and
we are most grateful to Tim to publish the summary of his address in this
Newsletter. We were honoured to host such an important topic and
speaker and will no doubt be hearing more of Tim’s approach applied to
recovery of Australian fauna.
Community Workshops. RBRN has also published 2 Workshop Newsletter
Supplements distributed to Workshop participants. Our Members also
contributed articles and illustrations to a Workshop handout published by
Maroochy Council. The RBRN Workshop series began at Mary Cairncross
Scenic Reserve on 22 November 2006, with the focus on Land for Wildlife
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and Environment Branch Officers from Councils in SE Queensland, and
local RBRN Corridor Coordinators. Discussed were the basic biology of
the birdwing, identities and mapping of food plant vines, how to distinguish
the “look-alike” vines and local community articles. We were supported by
the municipal councils, South-east Queensland Catchments, Queensland
Landcare Foundation, several Catchment and Landcare Groups, the
Queensland Herbarium and Environment Protection Agency. I thank the
many presenters, participants and RBRN Members for their time and the
inputs to this very successful, first event.
The first Workshop at Eumundi in February was sponsored by Maroochy
Council and the second sponsored by RBRN was held at Noosa on 22
June 2007. At the Maroochy Workshop, Amanda Ozolins did a wonderful
job organising the event, providing the necessary publicity and inviting the
speakers. At the Noosa Workshop several sponsors including Noosa
Council, Greening Noosa, Noosa and District Landcare, the Mary River
Catchment Coordinating Committee, Southeast Queensland Catchments
and Noosa Landcare, all contributed to making this a memorable day for
local community members. I thank Robert Bell, Greening Noosa and our
Corridor Coordinators, Vanessa Bugg, Ray Seddon and Dale Borgelt, for
working together and with others towards the success of the day. The
RBRN Council thanks all the speakers and presenters at the first 3 of the
Workshop series, for establishing a unique concept in presentations that is
now in demand for other regions. The Newsletter Supplements for the
Maleny and Noosa Workshops were well received. In 2006/07 more than
6 talks or field events hosted addresses by RBRN Members and more are
to come.
Corridor Coordinators. Throughout the year the Corridor Coordinators
(each with several tasks) have worked closely with the community
members. Special thanks to Ray Seddon, Vanessa Bugg, Dale Borgelt,
Dick Bull, Eva Ford, Veronica Newbury, Russell Mayo, Chris Hosking and
Hugh Krenske for the contributions to the community groups over the last
12 months and welcome the new appointments made at the last AGM.
I also thank also the several members managing plant nurseries for
producing quality birdwing vines “up the stake” and ready for the
community to plant. Chris Hosking and Ray Seddon here led this project
most effectively. The National Mapping program led by Hugh Krenske for
mapping the food plant vines and the butterfly sightings, has now reached
the advanced stage where basic entries can be accessed through the
internet. Hugh is continuing to expand its capabilities for access and
entries by our Members and I thank Hugh sincerely for all his work in
developing the program to this stage. Corridor Coordinators have worked
with their local community to establish Stations and Links, begin school
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projects, record and map vines, encourage nursery cultivation, carry out
fertilizer trials and field work. The first established in (Western Suburbs)
Brisbane, Toowoomba and Caloundra Shire are followed by other Shires
and at an advanced stage of planning and planting. Special thanks to Nick
Clancy, Land for Wildlife Officer, Caloundra City Council for his invaluable
help towards mapping vines in the Shire.
We have been successful with obtaining contributory funds to enable the
Network members with the coordinated cultivation of vines, a flight cage at
Gold Creek to study in-breeding depression, the purchase of a laptop,
projector and a printer. I thank the Voluntary Environment and Heritage
Organisations Program, Landcare Queensland, SEQ Catchments, the
Volunteer Small Equipment Grants and Brisbane City Council for their
financial contributions supporting our projects. My special thanks to Greg
Siepen, for advice and practical work and his help with writing oftensuccessful grant applications! Anonymous donors have helped us
purchase a water tank for the Gold Creek study area and to purchase
vines for our corridors.
Moggill Creek Catchments Group (MCCG) and CSIRO (Entomology and
QCAT) have provided in-kind support for several of our on-going projects.
MCCG have assisted with preparation of vines and we look forward to
access to their facilities at Gold Creek for rearing studies. Finally, my
sincere thanks to Council Members of the RBRN, Greg Siepen, Chris
Hosking, Dawn Muir, Hugh Krenske, Jan Crossland and Alan Scott, for
giving their support throughout the year and for solving many day-to-day
problems! Dawn Muir our Secretary, has worked tirelessly with
memberships, participation at Workshops and with compiling the
Newsletter. Alan Scott as Treasurer has helped on a day-to-day basis and
I thank him for developing the workable processes for recording and
handling the Incorporated Network’s funds. Both Dawn and Alan have
somehow managed to put up with many idiosyncrasies of the President for
which I am forever grateful!
In summary, with help from all those mentioned above and despite the
prolonged drought in South-East Queensland, progress towards recovery
of the Richmond Birdwing and its lowland food plant has developed
steadily. Our message is being understood by the community at large and
our practical activities are truly on track!

TREASURER’S REPORT

Alan Scott

I have the pleasure of presenting the following report on income and
expenditure by the Richmond Birdwing Recovery Network Inc., for the
period 1 July 2006 to 30June 2007. Subject to acceptance at this AGM,
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this Report will be submitted to the Auditor as an accurate record of the
accounts of this Network.
Income
Subscriptions
Grants

$
1860.00
11389.09

Workshops
Other
Total Income

2350.00
3766.25
19365.34

Payments
Post & Print
Office requisites
Vines
Catering
Workshops
Other
Total Expenses

1665.67
264.01
8799.11
2739.29
1401.58
2289.99
17159.65

Net income/(loss)
Opening balance
Funds held at bank

2205.69
4340.97
6546.66

))))))))))))))))))..

CORRIDOR COORDINATOR REPORTS
COOLUM REGION

Amanda Ozolins and Jan Crossland

The mapping of birdwing vines on the northern Sunshine Coast, a Project
funded by Maroochy Shire Council, is going well with each of the 4
community groups (Mary River Catchment Coordinating Committee,
Mooloolah Waterwatch, Maroochy Waterwatch, and Coolum District Coast
Care) having received vines for planting and butterfly sighting forms. The
group participants are now in the final stage of recording these sightings,
getting vine samples for identification and using a GPS to mark the
property locations. Samples of vines on crown land will be sent to the
Queensland Herbarium and those from private land are verified by
competent local experts. These data will, we hope, be compiled by
September and sent to the RBRN for inclusion in the National Data Base.
An updated map showing wild vine distribution will then be prepared for
the Shires.
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Outside of the Mapping Project, the Richmond birdwing activities continue
with inputs from Greening Maroochy community groups, by planting vines
on Council land and for landholders who come to the Council's nursery.
Vines are being propagated and currently we have 500 seedlings, 21
cuttings and have had 25 vines planted out over the past 6 months.
Information is being provided at the Queensland Garden Expo, and
regular snippets appear in our newsletter Bush Hands. We have 2 rounds
of Environment Grants a year and are always happy to receive projects
targeting priority species and areas within the Shire. We look forward to
groups or private landholders submitting project proposals for the RBB.
At Coolum, land in Fauna Terrace which constituted part of the remnant
rainforest, was partly cleared under Council supervision. With strict
controls and conditions, vines removed from the block cleared were
provided to Coolum District Coast Care Group, and cuttings were
propagated at the Coolum Community Native Nursery, with advice from
Don Sands as to methods, e.g., layering, stem cuttings. Success rate has
been variable but low with the best results coming from semi-hardwood
cuttings (3-6 mm diameter) which had an 80% strike rate. Green tip
cuttings were not very suitable for cuttings with only about 20% success.
In the last 12 months about 600-700 vines have been planted out within
the region, with about 500 of those planted in Coolum. Some were planted
on public land and some were given to landcare groups, e.g. Yandina
Permaculture and Noosa Landcare. A corridor at Mt Emu is being planted
(along the fence-line behind houses) and 100 vines were planted by
Coolum District Coast Care at Luther Heights on land which abuts the
Papillon Unit’s development site.
BRISBANE’S WESTERN SUBURBS

Dale Borgelt

Thirty seven Links and 17 Stations have been established in the first
corridor in Brisbane’s Western Suburbs. The less-than-favourable climatic
conditions have meant less-than-desired outcomes generally, both in
terms of the numbers of vines planted and their survival rates. Vines at
Links have fared much better than at Stations due to the care given by
individual property owners. Even with the best care vines in Links have
suffered, if for example, when the property and vines were on a ridge.
Certainly as the dry weather went on, we tried to limit planting Links to
sites where there was a creek nearby or lower, friendlier conditions.
Most of our Links are on small acreages, 2 to 10 acres, and there is space
to plant lots of vines to make useful corridors. The dry conditions have
meant that many enthusiastic members have realistically scaled back
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plans, planted 10 rather than 30 vines and are still waiting for better
weather conditions before they plant more. No plant lover likes to see a
plant die. About 700 hundred vines have been put in the ground on Links
in our Western Suburbs corridor, but losses would be well over an
acceptable 10%, with many plants just holding their own, rather than
thriving. Nevertheless, there are vines flourishing; certainly enough to
provide the basis of a corridor should we ever get more conducive
weather conditions.
Keeping some vines in very large pots has proved a successful strategy.
Ideally they should be in the ground but, with a known amount of nutrition
and water and no root competition, they are flourishing and putting on
metres of growth, while many vines planted in the ground at the same time
are struggling. Given better weather conditions, I am confident this
Western Suburbs corridor will indeed provide conditions to tempt the
beautiful Richmond Birdwing back into Brisbane. It just might take a while.
NORTHERN SUNSHINE COAST

Vanessa Bugg

It has been very encouraging to witness the enthusiasm of the local
community in the Noosa Shire. In June, we held the first RBRN
Community workshop ‘Richmond Birdwing Corridors for the Noosa Shire’.
The aim was to inform the residents about the plight of the Richmond
birdwing butterfly and its biology, the identity and cultivation of its food
plant, and to promote the re-establishment of corridors.
The response was overwhelming, the workshop was booked out 2 weeks
prior to the event (60 people) and there are over 40 people on a waiting
list for the next RBRN workshop! Local groups such as Noosa & District
Landcare, Burnett Mary Regional Group, Greening Noosa and Noosa
Council - Land for Wildlife along with the RBRN, all contributed funds to
run this very successful event. Each participant received a Parastolochia
paraveneosa vine to get them started and a Workshop Supplement full of
information.
It was thought until recently that Noosa Shire had all but lost the butterfly.
However, lots of information has recently come forth, with possible
sightings of both male and female butterflies, and new vine locations.
These are yet to be verified but it’s a good start and I am sure this is only
the beginning !
BRISBANE’S EASTERN SUBURBS

Sally Jenyns

A large Flagellaria indica vine growing right out of the dense thicket of
lantana along the banks of Buhot Creek at Burbank, was the perfect place
to grow the Richmond Birdwing’s food plant, the vine Pararistolochia
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praevenosa. This Flagellaria vine provided an indicator we often need for
conditions that would also suit the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly vine.
However, before any of the vines could be planted I had to remove the
lantana and this gave me time to re-pot the vines I had been given by
Daphne Bowden and Don Sands. This little patch alongside the creek
where I started planting vines faces south east on an embankment of the
creek situated between two hills. As I tediously removed the lantana the
beauty of this riparian area was exposed. As getting to the creek is quite a
distance to walk when carrying buckets and vines, I could only take down
what I could carry, which was no more than six plants at a time. Regular
watering was out of the question and the initial watering-in has been the
only water ever given to these plants and they all seem to be thriving.
Without wanting to disturb the bushland in this area too much too quickly, I
also worked in another area adjacent to a section of the creek facing north
east. This area also hosts the Flagellaria indica vine. The lantana in this
area was a lot more difficult to remove as the ground was much more
compact and rocky. The few Pararistolochia praevenosa planted in this
area with the same initial watering in, don’t seem to be growing any
bigger, but vines have not died. Another area further to the north along the
creek was planted with vines by the Brisbane Koala Bushlands Bush care
Group. More plants have also been planted along a little gully line running
off the creek where the Flagellaria indica vine also grows. We did lose
some of these plants and the remaining plants are not thriving but are
hanging on.
As I have been working with this birdwing project, I have appreciated the
amazing native rainforest plants re-growing along the creek. I have also
wondered about planting the Pararistolochia praevenosa vine in this area
as there was no evidence that this vine has ever grown naturally there.
Even so, the conditions seem to suit this plant in the south eastern section
between the hills, where without watering, those vines are growing
vigorously.
I have decided that it is very important to document these plantings along
Buhot Creek as the vines were introduced last year as part of the local
Recovery Actions for the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly. I am informed (by
Don Sands) that these birdwing vines were more common around
Brisbane 100 years ago as the birdwing butterfly was seen in numbers
through some of Brisbane’s suburbs. These vines probably grew in
pockets among many clumps of other vines and sometimes in isolation.
With the onset of “progress” these vines soon started to disappear. The
Pararistolochia praevenosa cannot withstand fire and this must have also
contributed to the plants’ demise. With increases in fire frequency, coupled
with bushland clearing of associated riparian growth, and the impacts of
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human populations over the last 100 years, it is no wonder that this vine
and the butterfly that it feeds on, have disappeared from Brisbane’s
suburbs. I live in hope that one day we will again see this beautiful
butterfly fluttering about.
VINES FOR BRISBANE’S WESTERN SUBURBS

Christine Hosking

The first P. praevenosa seeds that I grew at my home in Brookfield for this
Richmond birdwing Project germinated by May 2005. A second batch of
seeds was prepared in March 2006. Propagation was slow with the vines
developing at varying rates but always more slowly throughout the winter
months. However, the vines were not difficult to germinate and provided
they were treated with adequate water, partial sunlight and Aquasol from
time to time, few were lost at any stage of their development. By February
2006 the first of the 2005 vines were ready for distribution, and throughout
2006 and until the present time the distribution of these vines has
continued. They are distributed in 4-5 inch pots when the leaders are at
least half-way up stakes, accompanied by a Fact Sheet and label with the
EPA Permit number attached.
During the course of this project, from 2005 to the present time, I have
distributed a total of approximately 1,800 birdwing vines. Another supplier
of birdwing vines in the Moggill Creek Catchment is the MCCG Nursery,
also located in Brookfield. During the same time period this nursery has
distributed approximately 350 vines. In total more than 2,000 P.
praevenosa have been distributed.
REDLAND SHIRE

John Moss

Birdwing vines planted in the 1980’s and 90 at the Ridgwood Downs
Estate, east of Mt. Cotton, by the Johnston family, no longer exist. These
were quite extensive – and encompassed an area of over 100 metres
along an 8 foot high chain wire fence separating the property from a
council facility. Unfortunately the vines were poisoned and removed by the
new (current) owner of the property in Tallow-wood Court.
When I first moved to Capalaba in 1991 I had the good fortune to observe
female birdwings on two occasions, initially in August ’91 and then again
in April ’92, which coincided with the flowering of Melaleucas and
“Evodias” (Melicope elleryana) in my garden. At that time there was “good”
rainfall throughout southeast Queensland. These factors encouraged me
to plant vines in my garden, one of which grew substantially and within a
few years had engulfed a small Eucalyptus robusta tree in my garden!
Encouraged, I subsequently discovered a birdwing larva on this vine later
in that decade. Only one was seen but there may well have been others
unnoticed. Unfortunately, since the drought conditions have worsened, I
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have not noticed any further activity. Although the local council nursery
has been selling vines (in tubes) for a few years now, there has been no
major planting in the Redlands until recently. Early last year, a planting
was done on the Shire boundary (with B.C.C.) by SCRUB Catchment Care
near the confluence of Buhot and Tingalpa Creeks. About 30 vines were
planted in the corridor which is rich in other butterfly host plants. (This
planting was coordinated by Brisbane City Council and our RBRN Corridor
Coordinator, Sally Jenyns.)
In March this year about 20 vines, provided by RBRN under their
coordinated corridor scheme, were planted in the Butterfly Garden at the
Eprapah Scout property at Victoria Point. Late in July a further 8 vines
were planted when weed removal gave access to an adjacent site. Only
one of the original 20 plants perished, which has resulted in the
establishment of 27 healthy vines. Unfortunately 2 of the original 30 vines
had to be re-potted due to a poor choice of potting mix which fell away and
exposed the roots during the planting process. I have mentioned this soil
problem to the grower who tells me that is had been reported by others.
(Planted RBRN “LINK”: site near corner of Cleveland and Redland Bay
Road and Colburn Avenue. S 27°35.042´, E 153°.16.930´).
Further note: Recently Redland Shire Council has agreed to plant P.
praevenosa vines within the Shire on their Council-owned land. About six
vines have since been planted along a fence line at the IndigiScapes
Centre in Capalaba, and there are plans to plant vines at a council reserve
at the base of Mt. Cotton (on the western side, but strangely within an
area known as the “Eastern Escarpment”). Lois Hughes, appointed at the
AGM as a local co-ordinator, has offered to manage this site which is
directly opposite her property on the West Mt. Cotton Road. Lois will liaise
locally and proposes to plant an area that may well become an official
RBRN Station, the first for Redlands.
Were there wild birdwing vines in Redlands? The history of the Richmond
Birdwing butterfly and its major S.E.Q. host plant Pararistolochia
praevenosa in the Redland Shire is primarily anecdotal. There are no
official plant records to show that the vine occurred naturally in the Shire
although it has been said it once occurred in the Mt. Cotton area.
However, nearby historical records of birdwings sighted suggest the vines
were probably once present. For the last 15 years I have made extensive
surveys of the three creek catchments emanating from Mt. Cotton viz:
Eprapah Ck. to the north east, Tingalpa Ck. to the west and California Ck
to the south. These surveys have been made in the company of other
amateur and professional botanists and extensive plant lists have been
made. P. praevenosa has never been found in these otherwise diverse
rainforests.
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Mrs. Heather Eveans proposed that birdwing vines once existed in
Capalaba at the confluence of Tingalpa and Coolnwynpin Creeks but their
presence has not been substantiated – the vines certainly do not currently
occur there now. However, numbers of Parsonsia straminea, occur there
and these vines are superficially similar to P. praevenosa (the main
obvious difference being the opposite (two leaves from each node) leaves
in P. straminea when compared with the alternate (one leaf per node)
leaves with P. praevenosa).
FAR WESTERN CORRIDOR

Veronica Newbury

The project in Toowoomba is still in its infancy and has concentrated on
the establishment of the birdwing vine Pararistolochia praevenosa at a
number of sites. All sites were chosen because of their location, soil
moisture, protection from harsh winds and accessibility for maintenance.
The Sites: Over the last 12 months, three sites have been established
along the eastern escarpment in protected gully areas in parks that are
managed by Toowoomba City Council.
Picnic Point (Tobruk Drive): This site was established roughly 20 years
ago with large overhead canopies and damp, protected groundcover.
Students from the Clifford Park Special School have adopted this site as
their own and have established and maintain birdwing vines.
Murrumba Rd Park: This gully has been planted with over 50 vines
together with Black beans (Castanospermum australe) and native figs (e.g
Ficus coronata). This site was planted in December of 2006 with
volunteers from the Friends of the Escarpment Parks Inc, and interested
community members. This has been an ideal site as this gully is quite
moist even through the drought and has been maintained through the
dedication of a number of people. All the plants have been doing very well
with a 96% survival rate.
Redwood Park (Bottom entrance): This site was recently planted in May
2007 at a community planting day with the help of the Toowoomba
Venturers and interested community members. Vines were planted
adjacent to a creek line in an endangered ecosystem. Approximately 50
plants were established under a dry vine thicket canopy and are doing
very well under very dry conditions with a 96% survival rate. Again this
area has been maintained through the dedication and hard work of a
number of people.
Future Plans: While Toowoomba City Council supports the project through
Bushcare staff, it is important that as an organization that Council supports
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members of the Richmond Birdwing Recovery Network, through a formal
report to Council. Once this is done a plan of action for the establishment
of feeding stations and corridors will be undertaken that will involve
collaboration between Friends of the Escarpment Parks, the Richmond
Birdwing Recovery Network and the general community. We hope to have
this all finalised within the next 12 months.
LOWER SUNSHINE COAST

Ray Seddon

I have summarised below the activities over the past 12 months:
Presentations Two presentations were given at our residence at Beerwah
on Supporting Birdwing Colonies. It was attended by neighbours and
intending support Groups.
Links & Stations: Vines were planted at 6 Links and 1 Station for
corridors. All Vines planted by 31st May 2007
Field Days and Displays. Glasshouse Mountains (attendance – 14),
Buderim (120). At Beerwah a field day was held for Mary Cairncross
Volunteers and plans were made for an open area at Mary Cairncross
Scenic Reserve for the unveiling of plans for an Educational Vine Display
Trellis, Birdwing Information Board and Vine Location Map for the
Caloundra Shire. The volunteers planted 70 Vines at the Reserve
entrance, formed a Care and Monitoring Group of Volunteers and
acquired a Location Map of Shire for coordinated monitoring. Reporting
and updating of all vine locations is being done continually as survey
mapping comes to hand. Field days and Workshops are at the planning
stage up until 30th of October 2007
Nursery Report: Distribution of seeds to RBRN was made from my
property. Vines were grown-on and vine stock has been cultivated for
distribution throughout region. Modifications to growing techniques and
other experiments are underway.
Funding from Caloundra City Council small grants. Extensions to the
Nursery were made possible by this grant to increase vine productivity and
distribution. Numbers of Vines sold were 567, donated 86 (total 693).
Mapping and progress with the RBRN Data Base. We have provided
for updating information from Caloundra for the RBRN National Data Base
(held by Hugh Krenske at Toowoomba).
MARY RIVER CATCHMENT

Eva Ford

The Mary River Catchment Coordinating Committee (MRCCC) takes in
the area that once was the Richmond Birdwing’s northern distribution
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through to Hervey Bay on the coast, but which now tentatively clings to the
line of receding occupancy. The current known line of healthy birdwing
populations occurs roughly from Cooroy through Belli Park to Kenilworth
and Conondale. To the south of this line populations generally seem to be
less under threat. To the north of Eumundi there are patchy records from
the west and east of Gympie. Between Kenilworth region and Gympie
there are no records of the butterflies or vines from recent times but there
are vast distances and many landholders whose brains have yet to be
picked about historical and recent occurrences of both vine and butterfly.
MRCCC looks at this region and our role that lies in coordinating and
executing projects that:
• Inform the community about the birdwing and the recovery aims of the
RBRN,
• Verify and record any natural wild vines and butterfly sightings
• Protect and enhance current natural vine locations
• Assist with the planting of vines in strategic corridors and record vine
planting locations
We see some real challenges in doing this work, such as:
• The coordination of catchment-wide projects with 12 Councils having a
“slice” of the Mary Catchment (enter the BMRG for cohesive funding),
and many NRM groups operating in the Catchment
• Covering a huge geographical area with limited resources, staff and
funds,
• Knowing where to prioritise activities given current gaps in the
knowledge of local distributions, especially of vines, but also butterflies
• How best to tap in on local community members who may have the
history and observations of populations when sparse over much of the
Catchment, and when methods of communication need to be varied.
• Birdwing vine identifications – how to get people to send in records of
current vine locations without getting hundreds of look-alike (mostly
Parsonsia) records!
Some of these issues are being dealt with through the development of:

• The RBRN National Database
• Educational information
• Implementing Workshops for members of the community.
The Noosa, Maroochy and Cooloola Shires are the essential areas with
birdwing declining that need to be targeted as far as assisting the current
butterfly populations, to stabilise and extend their northern distribution.
Through the generous assistance of these local councils, the cooperation
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of other NRM groups and the willingness of landholders, we have all been
whittling away at some of the issues.
Soon after the creation of the RBRN and on the back of the MRCCC
Threatened Species program already well established, we were supported
by the Maroochy Shire Council to purchase and supply 400 vines to land
holders in the Kenilworth area. Locals took up the offer of vines with
vengeance after a one-off advertisement in the local rag; The Mary Valley
Voice. After publication of this notice a few records of the butterfly and
natural vine locations were received.
During 2006-07 Maroochy Council again supported the RBB project. This
time the mapping component was added and a special drive was made
towards funding the search for wild vine locations and butterfly sightings.
To this Shire-wide support, Maroochy Waterwatch and Coolum District
Coastcare also provided their support. It gave the community an
opportunity for their groups, normally separated by the ridge between
catchments, to work together, pool expertise and ideas and coordinate to
some extent, the collection of vine and butterfly records. The results have
seen a greater awareness in the upper Mary Catchment of the birdwing
and some more birdwing vine locations for the database. There are many
more possibilities in the Maroochy Shire and part of the Mary Catchment
as properties are often large and the vine identification is generally difficult
for the community members. Key areas are likely to be Belli, Blackfellow,
Happy Jack and Walli Creeks, and of course the reserve areas in the
headwaters of these sub-catchments.
This year (2007-08) has seen us again seek funds from Maroochy Shire to
continue the mapping phase and obtain more birdwing vines to
disseminate to the community. This time around we hope to be more
strategic in the placement of the vines with the help of an increasingly
comprehensive database.
In the Noosa Shire the Council supported similar work during the 2006-07
year with vine location information being gathered. A further 300 vines
were planted in the Shire. In the Noosa Shire we overlap with Noosa
Landcare as we do with Barung Landcare in the upper Catchment. A
major role for MCCC and RBRN is to encourage good communication
between all these groups so that duplication of projects is avoided and
expertise can be shared. NRM groups are well used to developing
collaborative projects and we hope to continue in the same vein during the
coming year. I am hopeful of getting a birdwing school cluster project
started where Cooroy, Pomona, Cooran, Federal and Kin Kin State
Schools can take ownership of a birdwing vine plot within, or near, their
school grounds. Country schools can provide excellent links due to the
distance between them. Also, initiated by Lee Rostron of Pomona, the
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‘Neighbourhood Links’ idea is valuable whereby attendees at workshops
act as sub-coordinators to encourage planting of vines in their
neighbourhood. If many people on small holdings plant a few vines each
we will hopefully achieve a Station or Link for butterflies and contribute to
restoring corridors.
It is rather exciting that Cooloola Shire is also supporting the Richmond
birdwing project and funding has been approved for a second year for
mapping and vine planting in that Shire. Cooloola is really the wild frontier
in my mind as it is here where a vast amount of knowledge is lacking and
where distances between known vine locations are very large! The
potential to find some exciting new vine locations is real but the challenges
of connecting the dots are enormous. As previously mentioned, we have a
gap of no birdwing occurrence between about Kenilworth and Gympie but
the butterflies have been spotted recently near Gympie. Does this mean
that there are vine locations in-between Gympie and Kenilworth or is this
the last of a doomed population? The challenge for new records in
Cooloola is the sparse human population meaning fewer eyes on the
lookout, and a large “swimming pool” proposal along possibly the major
corridor between the two points (Traverston Dam). Probably the best
potential corridors for targeted RBB recovery projects in the future will be
the forested hills to the west of the Mary Valley and Six Mile Creek to the
east, along with the smaller sub-catchments of Happy Jack, Skyring,
Coles, Coonoon Gibber, Yabba, Kandanga and Amamoor Creeks. These
sub-catchments may provide the stepping-stones needed for long-term
butterfly survival through to Gympie, regardless of the Traverston Dam
construction.
A cooperative approach between MRCCC and other NRM groups, Council
staff, BMRG and RBRN corridor coordinators, has recently been initiated
though a meeting to discuss all current and past birdwing butterfly
projects. The aim is for all parties to know what is going on in their area
and to develop collaborative and coordinated projects. We hope to
generate funds to support a person who will be able to assist with field
verification (a very time-consuming activity), to maintain some cohesion
between the groups and to keep the momentum going!
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS..
RBRN WORKSHOP: RICHMOND BIRDWING CORRIDORS
FOR THE NOOSA SHIRE
A Workshop Review by Greg Siepen
On 16th June 2007, the Noosa National Parks’ Association Hall saw 80
keen and inspired locals attend the first community Richmond Birdwing
Workshop for the Noosa Shire. The aims of this Workshop were to give
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attendees insights into the biology of the birdwing butterfly, how to
distinguish birdwing vines from the other look-a-like vines, learn about
growing the vines from seed, to see how the national database is
progressing and to start looking at establishing birdwing vine corridors,
Links and Stations in the Shire, to help ensure the survival of both
birdwing butterfly and its host vine.
Local Catchment representative, Phil Moran, along with Don Sands,
assisted with several sessions during the day, from showing look-a-like
vines to explaining what the Aristolochiaceae family contained. Not only
did Phil give good advice but he added his style of humour to the
presentations. Hugh Krenske explained to attendees about the type of
reporting that is required for the national database of wild and planted
vines and their sites. “If everyone uses the same format, then the
information collected will be invaluable in re-constituting the Recovery
Plan (for butterfly and vine), Hugh said.
One of the most interesting sessions was a presentation by Ray Seddon
on how to grow birdwing vines from seed. “The seeds need to be planted
into very fertile potting mixture and the vines kept moist for up to 2 years,
until they ‘up the stake’ and ready for planting out into the wild”, Ray said.
Ray grows each individual seed in small pots to save time and avoid
stress on the plant, from re-potting when the plants are several months
old. Helen Hepburn then showed how she is establishing a vine nursery
(or colony) on a garden trellis in her backyard that will hopefully attract the
butterflies to lay their eggs.
The last session of the day saw presentations by Dr Ian Gynther (QPWS),
Paul Sprecher (Landcare), Vanessa Bugg (MRCCC), Dave Burrows
(NSC) and Darren Phillips (EPA – Nature Refuges), all showing how local
people can start establishing birdwing vine Links (on private lands) and
Stations (public lands), eventually creating vine corridors as part of
existing government and non-government programs. As Workshop Chair,
Greg Siepen thanked all the speakers and the sponsors (Noosa and
District Landcare, SEQ Catchments, Natural Heritage Trust, Mary River
Catchment Coordinating Committee, Greening Noosa, Noosa Shire
Council) for their support for such an interesting community workshop.
Thanks also go to Don Sands and Vanessa Bug for developing the day’s
agenda and specially to Dawn Muir for handling registrations and the vine
give-away.
OUR TRELLIS/ARBOUR/PERGOLA - AT EUMUNDI

Helen Hepburn

Several months ago Mal and I decided to build a structure in our garden
for supporting RBB vines, to fast track establishing a birdwing colony in
our garden. With the wonderful help and support from our neighbour Peter
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Hartley (also an RBRN member) the trellis was finished a few weeks ago
and 10 vines were duly planted out. A further 20 vines were planted
elsewhere in our garden in the rainforest in Eumundi. The trellis vines will
be in full sun whilst the remainder are under the drip line of rainforest
trees. All have been given a top quality potting mix, lava rock and tree
starter - plus being mulched with bark chips. All vines will be watered
when conditions are dry. It will be interesting to see the difference in
growth between those in the full sun when compared with those in the
semi-shade. Companion plants for the vines were 3 Hoya plants plus a
Pandorea.vine. We suffered from very heavy frosts this winter and the
vines looked a little tardy for a while, but all are now making strong growth
now. This will give us a total of 70 vines scattered throughout the garden.
Peter and Chris Hartley also have planted out new vines and those they
planted on the pool fence are busily making new growth. We all await the
warmer spring weather plus some good soaking rains. We’ll be very
interested to view the new trellis at Mary Cairncross Park at Maleny. Vines
against their trellis, like ours, are under constant ‘attack’ from bush turkeys
and we have had to protect all our vines using either gutter guard or chain
wire (from the local tip). Our trellis is already starting to create local
interest. The local Noosa Journal is to do an article on our garden plus we
have 2 bus-loads of gardeners coming in October from the Nambour
Garden Club also a carpool from a Brisbane Garden Club. Recovering the
Richmond birdwing will be our main theme of conversation!
SSSSSSSSSSSS
THE BIRDS AND THE BEES: POLLINATION ECOLOGY ESSENTIALS
(An address by Dr Samantha Lloyd (S-E Queensland Catchments), guest
speaker at the February General Meeting of RBRN)
A Summary by Greg Siepen
Dr Lloyd gave a fascinating account of her PhD research project that
examined the role of insects in pollination of native plants (particularly
Grevillea macleayana) when she was at the Institute for Conservation
Biology, University of Wollongong in 2005.
First, Dr Lloyd gave the audience a basic lesson in what attracts insects to
pollinate flowers, namely colour, scent and size of flowers which involves
an understanding of how pollinators "see" colour and the rewards and
competition within plant species to attract pollinators. Dr Lloyd then
discussed her experiment at her Jervis Bay sites investigating floral
displays, pollinators and reproductive success. Starting with the basic
premise that success and fitness (in plants) = floral attraction + pollen
transfer + resources, she went onto discuss the apparent anomalies in
some Australian plants of large floral displays V low fruit to flower ratios
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and the role of exotic honeybees.
Dr Lloyd’s major result was that inflorescences and seed production varied
greatly with individual plants in the population under study over the twoyear study. She then discussed the second part of her project
investigating Honeybee foraging behaviour and the variation in plant
inflorescence production. Some of the plants with the highest number of
inflorescences received the most visits by honeybees (up to 15). However,
at least one plant with a high number of inflorescences received a low
number of honeybee visits, with total foraging time ranging between 250400 minutes.
In summary Dr Lloyd found that:
• there was a positive relationship between number of inflorescences
and honeybee visits
• there was a variation among plants in honeybee visitation and/or
foraging behaviour
• there is a variation among plants in family out-crossing rates, and
• that plant out-crossing rates were not related to variation in plant
inflorescence numbers.
However, honeybees pose several problems, namely:
• They remove nectar very effectively BUT do not regularly transfer
pollen
• They deplete nectar resources for native pollinators, thereby reducing
plant attraction
• They are not "built" for the plant species under study, and
• They may facilitate inbreeding depression in highly self-pollinating
plants.
• The major problem is for plants that are NOT self-compatible.
SSSSSSSSSSS.
RECOMMENDATONS FOR PLANTING OF THE BIRDWING VINES
(Pararistolochia praevenosa)
(Summary from the Workshop Supplement Series)

Ray Seddon

Time to Plant
• All year round
• After first spring rains.
Protect from strong winds, cold & frosty periods.
Selection of Vines
• Strong root system with good structure and feeding tips.
• Strong healthy stems leaves and tendrils.
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•
•
•
•

Minimum age 2/3-year-old plants.
Source from reputable or recognised Nurseries and growers.
Only purchase Permit Authorised and Tagged plants.
Vines to be watered well in Nursery before taken to a planting
location.

Preparation of Planting Hole
•

•
•
•

Take a moment to think about the life of this Vine. A Vine lives for
many years .It will be still growing well beyond our lifetime and will
support generations of the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly.
Select a position 1 metre or more away from supporting tree or
structure.
Dig a hole 300mm x 300mm or larger.
Ensure the sides and bottoms are broken up. This promotes root
penetration & helps eliminate water logging in clay soils.

Due to the fine root structure of the vines it is advisable to work the soil to
a fine texture and mix well with soil conditioner or organic matter.
Planting

• Loosen from pot by turning upside down while supporting with one hand.
• Do not tease out roots. It will damage the growing root tips and inhibit
the healthy growth.

• Place in hole at ground level, gently backfill with the prepared soil until
Vine is held secure.
• Do not press down or heel in. This again will damage the root tips and
inhibit the healthy growth.
• Water the vine in using a diluted Seaweed Extract. (50 mls per 10 litres
per plant). This gently consolidates soil around root ball and expels any
air.
Support & Protection
Place Tree Protector and /or mesh around Vine supported by a hardwood
stake away from root ball. This will help to eliminate wind damage,
damage from mechanical maintenance and make for easy identification
for watering.
Maintenance
To encourage vines into the tree canopies or supporting structures, the
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use of a coloured bailing twine red or pink attached between stake and
support will help.
Mulch

• To keep roots cool and retain Moisture
• Eliminate weeds and establish more nutrients
•

Encourage habitat for the pollinating midge. (Forcipomyia sp.)

Maintenance ( 3 Years )

•
•
•
•

Groups appoint Maintenance Leader
Weed elimination
Watering regime
Keep consistent records & send information for inclusion in the RBRN
Data Base

Propagating from seed
Vines grow easily from seed, although snails really love the newly
emerged seedlings. The ripe seeds turn yellow or orange-yellow and
become soft when ripe. Squish the seeds out into a container of water and
wash the yellow fruity part away. They are fairly easy to strike from
cuttings. The cuttings cannot be allowed to dry out at all until a good root
system is achieved. They hate wind or sunlight for the first few weeks, so
need a sheltered position. Once the roots develop they are hardier.
Planting out and growing on
• Best to plant vines that are well established and in at least 5 inch pots,
rather than tube stock. Tube stock has a higher mortality rate.
• Moisture is very important. The vines are tough plants as long as they
have adequate moisture.
• Grows best in direct sunlight, but soft edible leaves are produced when
grown in shade. Therefore, revegetation sites may be a great place to
grow new vines as they will grow quickly while exposed to the sun, and
then over time as the revegetation plants grow and canopy closure
occurs the vine will then start producing soft edible leaves.
SSSSSSSSSSS..
INVITED SPEAKER’S ADDRESS: AGM 2007
RECOVERY PLANS FOR INSECTS: NEEDS, DESIGN, AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Professor T R New
Department of Zoology, La Trobe University, Victoria 3086
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Introduction
My talk to the Network was about some of the idiosyncrasies of insects,
and how conservation of insect species – particularly butterflies, as the
best understood and most popular group – may be planned effectively
from a basis of biological understanding. I was asked to talk particularly
about recovery plans as a key element of insect conservation and should,
perhaps, emphasise that there are many and varied ways of doing this,
and that my comments are not meant to be prescriptive or dictatorial, but
rather a personal viewpoint based on a number of years of trying to ‘get
the message across’. Recovery plans and similar documents are in many
ways the drivers of threatened species conservation, on which
practitioners rely for information and focus. A clear plan of operation is
needed for any conservation exercise. One problem with insects is simply
getting that best focus – both in deciding which species to tackle and the
best conservation strategy to manage and sustain it.
Background
This problem reflects the enormous number of species present, and the
limited resources we have to deploy. Setting priorities is often difficult, and
the initial need is for our target species to be selected on credible, rational
and transparent criteria as ‘deserving’. Importantly, we usually know rather
little of the species’ detailed biology before we need to conserve it, so that
a ‘research component’ is needed in almost all initial management plans.
Also, we normally know nothing of population size, structure or natural
fluctuations in numbers, so that quantitative data on estimating risk of
extinction are generally not available or reliable. Further, insects have an
‘image problem’, and this can translate into a general lack of sympathy for
their wellbeing, and lack of expertise in their conservation, particularly
when compared with vertebrates. We need to acknowledge and address
the components of this.
This actually translates into a series of related perceptions, with differing
importance to different people.
Commonly expressed opinions include:
• Insects are not worthy of conservation.
• Insects are too difficult to conserve.
• Insects are not important, so why bother?
• Insect conservation is unnecessary, because they are automatically
conserved by looking after mammals and birds.
• Insects are a ‘black hole’, difficult to investigate and evaluate, so our
conservation resources are better applied to other, more tangible,
organisms.
• Insects are not understood by managers.
All of these are demonstrably questionable and, some, untrue and
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misleading. ‘Lack of importance’ and ‘unnecessary’ are both widespread
refuges and excuses for inaction, and the last point is particularly
important here. Alan Yen and Rhonda Butcher, in their 1997 overview of
conservation of non-marine invertebrates in Australia, recommended
appointment of an ‘invertebrate specialist’ to each State or Territory
environmental agency in Australia to help redress this gap, but the
implications of the lack of understanding are wide-ranging. It is entirely
natural that staff should prefer and gravitate to taxa they are confident in
handling, and have experience with: in essence their ‘comfort zone’. Direct
transfer of vertebrate-based expertise to insects is not always satisfactory,
either in status evaluation or practical management.
Very commonly, calls to conserve species result from some form of formal
‘listing’ and consequent legal obligations. At this stage, good planning
becomes vital. Different organizations and legislations call for different
titles (such as Action Plans, Management Plans, Recovery Plans,
Conservation Plans) as outcomes. These overlap in coverage and
obligation – but in formal understanding terms ‘recovery’ implies the need
for measures beyond maintaining the current status and moving to a more
proactive stance. Any such plan may operate at a variety of scales, from
very local, through shire or state, to national or international. Most plans
are for single species, for which close focus and detail are needed as a
basis for detailed formulation of objectives and the actions needed to fulfill
them. However, broader plans for related taxonomic groups also exist,
and have considerable value in helping to clarify priorities and revealing
any general or common threats or conservation themes which might be
applied to individual species. These broader plans can be invaluable in
helping to decide priorities within a group of species
There are three main contexts in which ‘recovery plans’ are produced.
These overlap but, viewed cynically, a few appear to be produced simply
as ‘legal appeasement’ – usually brief and very general statements to
satisfy an obligation, but of little additional use for focusing conservation.
Others serve a valuable public relations and advocacy role, but most face
up in some way to the conservation status and needs of the species and
can then comprise comprehensive biological summaries and statements
of threat and management needs/plans. Globally, some broad patterns in
scope can be found. Most of the Recovery Plans for insects produced by
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service under the US Endangered
Species Act, for example, are comprehensive summaries of all available
knowledge of the species and the sites on which it occurs, together with
conservation measures specified in whatever detail is possible. They are
comprehensive sources of information on the insect involved. In contrast,
plans for British Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Species are usually only a
few pages, with a more formulaic format and mostly with only rather
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general information provided. Such brief treatments may indeed be
adequate to convey the key needs to a knowledgeable and receptive
readership.
Content
Most scientists would, I think, endorse the view that plans for species
conservation should be founded in the best possible knowledge and
understanding of the species’ ecology, and this may dictate a substantial
‘research phase’ in conjunction with (or even as a prelude to)
management. However, it is important in practice not to move off to
pursue extensive tangential research (however enticing and fascinating!)
in the guise of conservation management: in conservation, research and
management are partners. For many insects, ecological knowledge is
insufficient to finalise management plan details at first go. As a partial
compensation for lack of understanding, early focus commonly shifts to
conservation of the site(s) on which the species occurs – where, to some
unknown extent, its needs are being met. This may be entirely
satisfactory, but there is also danger that we strive to manage, and in
some cases replicate, site characteristics that are not optimal, because
the sites we have as examples or models are themselves only marginal in
quality and where the insect is, by luck or chance, simply ‘hanging on’
rather than thriving.
In short, plans vary enormously in scope and scale, from very general
‘wish lists’ to being more precise. The use of SMART objectives is
gradually increasing, and they are invaluable in assuring greater attention
to reality in the formative stages and preventing plans becoming indefinite.
This means attempting to make our objectives and consequent actions fit
a formula to be:
1.
Specific
2.
Measurable
3.
Appropriate (or Achievable)
4.
Realistic (or Responsibility, to determine who does it)
5.
Time-bound,
In addition to setting priorities within the range of objectives and actions, in
a step-down sequence, there is a need to appraise the feasibility and
costs of each. However, very few insect plans rely wholly on this
approach, which forms the basis for adaptive management based on
definable criteria, measurement, and timelines. The last of these (Timebound) is that most often missing and is particularly important in that it
binds action. Its inclusion assures that agencies are obliged to meet their
commitments. On the other hand, when conservation progress depends
heavily on community or volunteer participation, it can be a deterrent
because it imposes formal deadlines and reporting issues that may not be
received sympathetically.
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Flowing from this, a framework for planning can be based on several
premises, with effective coordination by a ‘team’ involving representatives
of all relevant management bodies and with independent scientific and
community expertise. Details will depend on the species involved but, as
examples botanical expertise may be invaluable and, in cases where land
tenure and security is complex, inclusion of a sympathetic property lawyer
or a representative of a company planning to develop a site may help
establish the dimensions of practical possibility.
A portfolio of possible management strategies has four main paths:
1.
Do nothing.
2.
Manage selected populations and their habitats.
3.
Manage all populations and their habitats.
4.
Increase the number of populations of the species.
‘Do nothing’ is an important positive option when consciously decided
when the risk of ‘doing something’ seems considerable. It is then a
positive decision. The remaining options depend on the species’
dispersion and the resources available. In many cases we do not have
options of choice, because the insect is known only from one or a few
sites. If choice between populations or sites is necessary, additional
scientific and pragmatic criteria – site security, population size, position of
sites in species range, the extent of management needed – come into
play. Establishment of additional populations may be considered at this
stage, not least, to provide a buffer against unsuccessful management
measures. For any of these, management must include a substantial
community component of education and fostering local goodwill. As with
the Richmond birdwing in subtropical Queensland and the Eltham copper
butterfly (Paralucia pyrodiscus lucida, Lycaenidae) campaign in Victoria,
virtually any other butterfly conservation project in Australia will rely
strongly on such interests.
The initial scale of management, whatever option is used, also needs
definition – although it may change as things progress. We may be
dealing with a single population or site; the site may be small or large; and
the ‘population’ may be concentrated, fragmented or diffuse, or a
metapopulation with several nodes. We may at times need to move
directly to a landscape level, rather than focusing on more restricted
entities and, even consider the whole range of the species. In terms of
distribution and needs, every insect species differs – and every population
of that species, every site, differs in detail. Dispersal is an important
consideration but at the extremes we can contrast a sedentary species
with a highly dispersive one.
The Eltham copper exemplifies a sedentary species – at least
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compulsorily so, because the urban sites on which it occurs near
Melbourne each extend over only 1-2 hectares and are bounded by
housing. Management is thus site-limited and site-specific, and as so, is
intensive and continuing. Requirements include maintenance of the overall
habitat, larval food plant (Bursaria spinosa) and the well-being of the
mutualistic Notoncus ants. It is thus a conservation-dependent species.
For contrast, consider the needs of the world’s largest butterfly, Queen
Alexandra’s birdwing (Ornithoptera alexandrae [QAB]), in Papua New
Guinea. Its habitat is remote primary rainforest, all difficult to access, but
long under threat from logging operations and from conversion and
clearing for oil palm plantations. It is virtually impossible to get population
data on species as wide-ranging as this and insect conservation in the
tropics in any case, may command a rather more ‘human-orientated’
approach. The ‘conservation mission’ of a major Australia/Papua New
Guinea cooperative project for this species devised in the early 1990s had
the major aim of conserving primary forest through providing other
avenues of income for local people, who would otherwise benefit from its
loss. The overall programme had five broad components, each with a
suite of more specific actions but education and economic considerations
were major drivers of the practical conservation, with QAB as a major
flagship and umbrella species for these diverse forest ecosystems. The
conservation plan thereby incorporated substantial sociological
components. The Richmond birdwing conservation project is the closest
Australian equivalent, for which range-wide conservation stemming from
attention to more limited sites underpins conservation effort, based on
resource enhancement, namely the extensive planting of food plant vines
across the butterfly’s range, and their maintenance.
Once such fundamentals as the scale of operation have been decided,
dispassionate but comprehensive review of all available information,
together with that for related or ecologically similar species, is a useful
start to designing a recovery plan. A major need here is to discover rapidly
whether sufficient information exists to proceed directly to management,
and if not, what the necessary interim steps must be – for example, interim
conservation orders to protect sites, and the most urgent knowledge
needs. In some cases even the identity of the entity targeted may not be
clear. Many butterfly ‘subspecies’ are of uncertain status, and it may be
necessary to seek advice from specialist taxonomists. One ramification of
this is that it is commonly necessary to collect specimens for detailed
examination. Field identification is simply impossible, and distribution can
be assessed only with aid of voucher specimens. Prohibitions on
collecting specimens can therefore be counterproductive. A case in point
is the Bulloak Jewel (Hypochrysops piceatus), a species of considerable
interest in Queensland and for which collecting prohibition long inhibited
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accumulation of knowledge – other than that clandestine to collectors. The
distribution of the butterfly was thus suspected to be greater than that
formally recorded, but in the absence of voucher specimens, this could not
be confirmed. (Ed. these problems are now solved in Queensland by the
issue of carefully regulated permits to collect).
Habitats
With habitat protection the mainstay of insect conservation, it is worth
considering what this means and obliges. If we define ‘habitat’ simply as ‘a
place to live’, the parameters we need to consider are the extent, quality
and position, with the need for security basic to ongoing conservation.
Most commonly, the sites of interest will be small and scattered within the
landscape, most probably as a result of land-use changes leading to
fragmentation of a former much broader distribution. However, many
conservation ecologists now treat ‘habitat’ as more than this, and have
moved to a resource-based concept more akin to the ‘niche’ – whereby
habitat is a place where the critical resources needed by the species
coincide. Conservation entails ensuring the supply of these resources.
Roger Dennis and his colleagues in Europe have divided them up into
‘consumables’ and ‘utilities’, and some workers separate out microclimate
as a ‘conditioner’ category. Consumables are the most ‘proximate’
resources needed. Larval and adult resources may differ considerably, but
much of what we need to manage for insects involves plants - and some
of the effects are not initially obvious and extend well beyond simple
presence and density of the food plant (such as the effects of leaf
toughness on the Richmond birdwing caterpillars). Utilities include
features such as basking sites or roosting sites needed for the insect to
pursue its normal behavioural repertoire and lifestyle.
Many of the species of conservation interest and for which recovery plans
are needed are “rare” or restricted, and are very difficult to study, not least
because field inspections can be very misleading. We can not usually
undertake manipulative experiments but must rely on observation and
correlation. Even repeated visits to a small site may cause damage
through trampling or other inadvertent disturbance. The day-flying golden
sun-moth, Synemon plana (Castniidae), is a notable endemic moth on
grasslands in south-eastern Australia, and it is listed federally as critically
endangered. The males fly but females are generally sedentary and do
not fly. The moths do not feed and are short-lived (3-5 days) but
collectively emergences occur over about six weeks on any one site.
Males fly only in particular weather conditions, and only for a few hours in
the middle of the day. Caterpillars of this moth feed underground and can
not be sampled easily.
Purported hotspots of abundance probably reflect only local microclimate
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differences across a site, and several studies have now shown that moth
distribution shifts throughout a flight season, so that it can appear to be
absent at places where it was ‘common’ a few weeks previously. It is thus
an extremely difficult species to survey, particularly if numerical
information is needed. Such vagaries in appearance can occur over longer
periods, and in a wide variety of insects. If accompanied by genuinely
small distribution, they can be very difficult to interpret. Simply counting
numbers of an insect, and interpreting changes between successive
generations or seasons (both exercises taken for granted in many studies
of vertebrate animals) is fraught with difficulty. It is entirely natural in many
insects for there to be several-fold differences in numbers between
generations. Single site presence or extreme narrow range endemism
(even ‘point endemism’) is quite common in insects, and often seems to
represent normality, perhaps without threat: such ‘rarity’, either in range or
numbers, can be entirely respectable.
The Australian fritillary (Argynnis hyperbius inconstans, Nymphalidae), has
a narrow coastal distribution in southern Queensland (south of
Rockhampton) and northern New South Wales (north from about Port
Macquarie). This was one of the most difficult butterflies to reach
consensus with in our Butterfly Action Plan. Different people claimed that it
was common or was extinct, and it seems that it may be one of the
butterflies that has an irregular diapause, or resting period, and does not
necessarily appear as adults every year. Indeed, Don Sands and I have
suggested that it might even accumulate numbers for several years until
particularly favourable conditions trigger a ‘mass emergence’ or sudden
appearance of many individuals in a ‘boom and bust’ cycle. For insects,
simple rarity is insufficient to absolutely convey conservation need. The
basis for conservation management is detection and management
(abatement) of threats. As the above examples indicate, substantial
variations in apparency and in numbers may be entirely normal. In
addition to habitat /resource considerations, other threats fall into main
groups of invasive species, exploitation, and pollution effects – with
climate change adding a further pervasive and largely unknown dimension
to the last of these.
Combining a unique spectrum of threat details with the biology of a unique
species is often difficult and may need to incorporate measures designed
for an individual species. Thus, the biology of the small ant blue butterfly
(Acrodipsas myrmecophila, Lycaenidae), for which only one population is
now known in Victoria, includes obligate association with a specific group
of ants (coconut ants, Papyrius spp.), which tend the caterpillars in their
nests. The caterpillars only feed on the ant brood, and butterfly
conservation entails conserving the rather rare host ant, which nests in old
wood. The ants forage from honeydew on young eucalypts and acacias,
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so the requirements for shelters are for hollows in dead wood under such
food sources. Dave Britton and I deployed artificial trap nests for the ants
using old wooden fence posts, split and hollowed out roughly to create
cavities, and tied together with hive straps. These were placed under
small eucalypts supporting plant bugs, and were colonized by ants, and in
some of them the ant-blue caterpillars were later found. A related
conservation measure was to deter collecting of firewood from nearby
roadsides, so as not to deplete ant nesting sites or colonies.
Conservation of a species such as this, drives us to consider the idea of
‘community modules’ as the conservation focus. For many of the related
‘blue’ butterflies, we may have at least three core components in a
butterfly conservation agenda – the specific larval food plant, whose
scarcity may be a limiting factor, the butterfly itself, and the mutualistic ant,
which may also be threatened. In addition, although often overlooked, the
butterfly may have specific parasitoids, whose very existence is tied to the
well-being of the host and which may be even more threatened than the
butterfly itself – but equally deserving of conservation management. All of
these components are part of a conservation programme for any one of
them.
Management steps include some that need very careful appraisal,
because they may easily become threats. Fire regimes are particularly
relevant in Australia, but grazing regimes may also be critical, on
grasslands, for example. Deliberate burning as a conservation tool will
remain controversial until much more knowledge accumulates, but some
vegetation types should probably never be burned deliberately.
Captive breeding
In addition to field-based conservation, exercises such as captive breeding
play their part in many recovery programmes, as an ‘ex situ’ conservation
measure to build up stocks for reintroduction to the wild or when studying
in-breeding depression. In a few cases, this is the only practicable option
for conservation, but has a large element of chance for many species not
previously kept in captivity. The Lord Howe Island stick insect
(Dryococelus australis) is one such species. It was long believed to have
been exterminated by rats, but a tiny population was found on Ball’s
Pyramid, and a pair taken to the Melbourne Zoo was used to found a
captive colony. The stick insects feed on a locally endemic species of
Melaleuca and were found on a narrow ledge on the rock. Under Patrick
Honan’s dedicated care, the zoo now has more than 500 living individuals,
and it is hoped to reintroduce the stick insect to the wild once rats have
been eradicated from some small islands to render them secure. The
protocols for this kind of exercise constitute part of the Weta Recovery
Plan for New Zealand, where translocations to rodent-freed islands are
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major component of the conservation plans for several species.
Captive breeding brings up the important topic of maintaining genetic
variation and individual fitness, and the effects of inbreeding, in particular.
There is a general recommendation that captive stock should ideally not
be maintained for more than two generations before release, but this is not
always feasible. Such releases are one component of broader
‘restoration’, a term used very broadly and to encompass a wide array of
management options. Direct translocation (without captive breeding) is
sometimes a practical need, either as ‘salvage’ on sites about to be
destroyed, or for enhancement of small populations. A major need for any
such exercise, including release, is for full documentation.
Restoration, and indeed, many aspects of site selection for management
now need to incorporate consideration of possible effects of climate
change on insect distributions and tolerances. Major likely trends, some of
them already evident, are suggested to include southward range
extensions or range shifts, upward movements to higher altitudes,
disappearance of some alpine forms already at their range edge, and
complete loss of some other species with narrow climatic or ecological
tolerances. In addition to range changes, losses of synchrony between
insects and their resources (as examples, caterpillars and plants, plants
and their obligate pollinators), shifts of life cycle timing and seasonal
appearance, and disruption of current diapause regimes may all occur.
Various workers have attempted to suggest which insects might be
especially vulnerable to climate change. Essentially, components of
ecological specialization and dispersal capability, create vulnerability but
projected outcomes are generally unclear. Modelling studies, and studies
of changing distributions of butterflies and dragonflies in Europe, show the
reality of change attributable to warming – and there is no reason to doubt
that similar tends are occurring elsewhere.
Integration
Much management concern involves maintaining and enhancing the
capability for insects to track favourable environments across the
landscape, with issues of isolation and connectivity between occupied or
suitable sites central to this – as well as considering ecological gradients
within this scope. In summary, insect recovery plans must incorporate all
of these facets (based on evaluations of threats now and into the future)
into a practical scheme that is both biologically and politically convincing
and that can be assured of support. Cost predictions for all management
objectives and actions are needed for this. The amount of knowledge
available determines the balance between ‘research’ and ‘management’,
and at least an interim plan (? three years) has been recommended in
cases of poor knowledge.
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The most basic needs ((i) site security, (ii) effective support, (iii)
knowledge of threats, and (iv) clear aims and purpose) underpin any such
plan, and are necessary as a foundation for management, with education
and advocacy assuring its acceptance as ‘worthy’ within the wider
community. As the work progresses, it needs to be kept ‘on track’ through
regular monitoring and review, with the aim of honing and changing
management as needed. Management must be ‘adaptive’, so that
monitoring of all activities is critical. It has been claimed that there is no
such thing as a satisfactory initial recovery plan – only after a period of
trial and subsequent revision may it become so.

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Held on 28th October 2006 at the Eco Centre Griffith University
The meeting was opened at 10.15 am by the Chairperson, Greg Siepen
Attendance was recorded by circulating the Attendance Sheet
Apologies: Daphne Bowden, Sally Jenyns, Chris Hosking, Hilton Selvey, Sue
Scott, Christine and Peter Hartley, Lyn and Phil Cole, Lois Hughes, Janette Wallis,
Melinda McLean,
Minutes: Greg Siepen read the minutes of the AGM of 2005. It was moved by
Greg Siepen and seconded John Moss that the Minutes be approved. Motion
carried.
President’s Report was read by Greg Siepen on behalf of the President. It was
moved by G Siepen and seconded by Dawn Muir that the President’s Report be
accepted. Motion carried.
Treasurer’s Report: The Treasurer’s report was tabled by the Hon Secretary on
behalf of the Acting Treasurer. Discussion concerning the grant application to the
Gaming Fund for a breeding cage, the SEQ Catchments project and process
involved in gaining and use of permits and plant tags followed. It was moved by
Greg Siepen and seconded by Jan Crossland that the Treasurer’s report be
accepted. Motion carried.
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Invited Speaker: The Invited Speaker, Professor Roger Kitching, gave a most
interesting address on Insects in the Treetops. The vote of thanks was given by
Greg Siepen
Election of Office Bearers: The following were elected to the Council.
Position

Nominee

Moved

Seconded

President

Dr Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Jan Crossland

V i c e President
Secretary

Greg Siepen

Dr Don Sands

Dawn Muir

Dawn Muir

Greg Siepen

Don Sands

Treasurer

Alan Scott

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

C o u n c i l
members

Hugh Krenske

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Christine Hosking

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Jan Crossland

Julie Anderson

Don Sands

Auditor

Des Robinson
msi Taylor Toowoong

Election of Corridor Co-ordinators. The following members were elected -

General Business and Reports:
National Data Base. Hugh Krenske spoke to the integrated mapping and
monitoring program for Pararistolochia spp. In SEQ/NSW
Propagation, permits plant tags and proposed supplementary Don Sands
described the procedure and processes involved in propagating protected
plants, handling a protected animal (the butterfly)
Revision of the Recovery Plan. Don Sands commented that the recovery plan
will be combining the recovery plans for the butterfly and the vine – which
will be the first instance of both the animal and its food plant being
considered together in a recovery plan.
Workshop announcement. Greg Siepen announced the workshop for Land for
Wildlife Officers to take place on 22nd November 2006 at the Mary
Cairncross Park
Publicity and School Projects. Greg Siepen has volunteered to coordinate
school activities and general publicity to the Network.
The Chairperson, Dr Don Sands, thanked all members and visitors for attending
and closed the meeting at 1.12pm.
The next General Meeting is planned for October 2007. This meeting will be held
on the Sunshine Coast

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.
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Corridor

Nominee

Moved

Seconded

Main Dividing Range

Veronica Newbury

Hugh Krenske

Kay Krenske

Brisbane River

Andrew Griffin

Rod Goldsworthy

Greg Siepen

Redlands Shire

John Moss

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Southern
Coast
Mt Cotton

Janette Wallis

Jan Crossland

Julie Anderson

Daphne Bowden

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Kin Kin Creek

Russel Mayo

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Tingalpa Creek

Sally Jenyns

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Cooloola

Vanessa Bugg

Don Sands

Kin Kin Creek

Dr Ian Gynther

Don Sands

Christine
Hosking
Greg Siepen

Beerwah

Ray Seddon

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Main Dividing Range

Hugh Krenske

Veronica Newbury

Don Sands

Brisbane:
Western
Suburbs
Brisbane:
Western
Suburbs
Brisbane: Cubberla /
Witton Creek

Christine Hosking

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Dale Borgelt

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Dick Bull

Don Sands

Greg Siepen

Sunshine

RECOMMENDED NURSERIES FOR QUALITY* BIRDWING VINES
Gary Einam, Proplant Nursery,
80 Robbs Road,
Morayfield, Qld 4506.
einam@microed.com.au
(07) 5498 5592

Christine Hosking
351 Boscombe Road
Brookfield, Qld 4069
cjmhosk@optus.com.au
(07) 3374 3453

Ray Seddon
PO Box 317,
Beerwah, Qld 4519.
theseddons@westnet.com.au
(07) 5494 0383

Richard Bull
PO Box 49,
Indooroopilly, Qld 4068
richard.bull@uqconnect.net
(07) 3378 0340

Graeme Wilson, Moggill Creek
Nursery
Gold Creek Road
Gold Creek, Qld 4069
zzzgrw@bigpond.com
(07) 3374 1218

Wayne Webb
Barung Landcare
17 Bicentenary Lane
Maleny Qld 4552
barungadmin@big.net.au
(07) 5494 3151
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RBRN Corridor Coordinators *
Ray Seddon (Lower Sunshine Coast)
theseddons@westnet.com.au
(07) 5494 0383

Dale Borgelt (Brisbane W. Subs.)
daleborgelt@bigpond.com
(07) 3374 1035

Daphne Bowden / Lois Hughes
(Brisbane E. Subs.)
bowden@itconnect.net.au
(07) 3396 6334

Rosie Booth (Gold Coast)
rosie.booth@epa.qld.gov.au
(07) 5576 2902

Philip Moran (E. Sunshine Coast)
nrmanager@noosalandcare.org
(07) 5485 2155

Ruth Lechte (S-E. Sunshine Coast)
ruth.lechte@pacific.net.au
(07) 5446 2542 and
Dianne Goodwillie
dianne.goodwillie@pacific.net.au

Vanessa Bugg (N. Sunshine Coast)
admin@australianbutterflies.com.au
(07) 5485 5109

Veronica Newbury (Main Divide)
bushcare@toowoomba.qld.gov.au
(07) 4688 6572

Dr John Moss
(07) 3245 2997

Eva Ford (Mary River Catchment)
mrccceva@qld.wide.net.au
(07) 5482 4766

Richard Bull (Cubberla / Witton Creek)
richardbull@uqconnect.com
(07) 3378 0340

Keith McCosh (Beaudesert Shire)
keith-mccosh@hotmail.com
(07) 3288 4709

Harvey Clarkson (Oxley Creek)
qldquodls@chariot.net.au
(07) 3379 6021

* Corridor Coordinators are members that represent the RBRN and
its members, at local Richmond birdwing events and act as
Network contacts for the community and local government
representatives in their areas. They may be elected at any time of
the year. They are asked to provide each year a report on ‘wild’
birdwing vines, habitat fragmentation and rehabilitation of corridors,
as well as birdwing vines planted at Stations (public land) and Links
(private properties) in their areas. Wherever possible they may
assist members with vine identifications, and with locating and
mapping wild birdwing vines for the RBRN National Birdwing Data
Base.
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NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING
The next General Meeting of the Richmond Birdwing Recovery
Network will be held from 9.30 am to 12.30 pm on:

Saturday 27 October 2007, in the Theatrette
AT -

MARY CAIRNCROSS SCENIC RESERVE
MOUNTAIN VIEW ROAD, MALENY

The main business will be an address
by

Philip Moran So—you think you’ve got
a birdwing vine..?
VISITORS ARE WELCOME
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.
RBRN acknowledges the in-kind support of Brisbane City Council,
Noosa Council, Maroochy Council and Caloundra Council. South East
Queensland Catchments, Queensland Landcare, the Volunteer Small
Equipment Grants scheme, the Voluntary Environment and Heritage
Organisations Program. Several anonymous donors are also gratefully
acknowledged.
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